Different Spectrophotometric and TLC-Densitometric Methods for Determination of Mesalazine in Presence of Its Two Toxic Impurities.
Two selective spectrophotometric and TLC-densitometric methods were developed for determination of mesalazine (ME) and its two toxic impurities, 4-amino phenol (4AP) and salicylic acid (SA) without preliminary separation. The proposed methods are: ratio difference in the subtracted spectra (RDSS) {Method 1}, area under the curve (AUC) {Method 2} and TLC-densitometric {Method 3}. In method {1} combination of measuring the amplitude of the constant at 350 nm (using standard spectrum of 10 µg/mL ME as a divisor) and ratio difference in the subtracted ratio spectrum for determination of 4AP and SA using the ratio difference at 221.4 and 242.2 nm, 230 and 241.2 nm, respectively. In method {2} ME was determined by direct measuring the AUC in the wavelength range of 350-370 nm while the impurities could be determined by dividing their spectra by standard spectrum of 10 µg/mL ME then interference from ME was eliminated by subtracting the amplitude of the constant at 350 nm then multiplying by the divisor. AUC in the range of 220-230 and 235-245 nm was used for measuring concentrations of 4AP and SA. On the other hand, the third method {3} is TLC-densitometric method at which chromatographic separation was achieved using ethyl acetate-methanol-triethylamine (8.5 : 2 : 0.7, v/v/v) as a developing system with UV scanning at 230 nm. The validation of the proposed methods was performed according to International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidelines. No significant difference was found when these methods were compared to the reported one.